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Abstract: The challenge of converting global agricultural food, fiber and energy crop 
cultivation into an ecologically and economically sustainable production process requires 
the most efficient agricultural management strategies. Development, control and 
maintenance of these strategies are highly dependent on temporally and spatially continuous 
information on crop status at the field scale. This paper introduces the application of a 
process-based, coupled hydro-agroecological model (PROMET) for the simulation of 
temporally and spatially dynamic crop growth on agriculturally managed fields. By 
assimilating optical remote sensing data into the model, the simulation of spatial crop 
dynamics is improved to a point where site-specific farming measures can be supported. 
Radiative transfer modeling (SLC) is used to provide maps of leaf area index from Earth 
Observation (EO). These maps are used in an assimilation scheme that selects closest 
matches between EO and PROMET ensemble runs. Validation is provided for winter wheat 
(years 2004, 2010 and 2011). Field samples validate the temporal dynamics of the 
simulations (avg. R² = 0.93) and > 700 ha of calibrated combine harvester data are used for 
accuracy assessment of the spatial yield simulations (avg. RMSE = 1.15 t·ha−1). The study 
shows that precise simulation of field-scale crop growth and yield is possible, if spatial 
remotely sensed information is combined with temporal dynamics provided by land surface 
process models. The presented methodology represents a technical solution to make the best 
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possible use of the growing stream of EO data in the context of sustainable land  
surface management.  
Keywords: precision agriculture; crop modeling; canopy reflectance modeling; data 
assimilation; winter wheat yield; SLC; PROMET 
 
1. Introduction 
The challenge of sustainably providing food, fiber and energy from limited resources for an increasing 
world population requires a most efficient use of the biologically productive land surface. Ecologically 
and economically efficient agricultural management thereby is highly dependent on detailed temporal 
and spatial knowledge of the processes affecting physiological crop development. Management 
techniques that make use of this detailed knowledge are summarized under the term “Precision 
Agriculture”, which is becoming an increasingly important part of smart farming practices [1–3]. 
Understanding natural heterogeneity patterns is the basis of all site-specific management decisions in 
the context of precision agriculture. Data on spatial heterogeneity of fields, though essential, can hardly 
be acquired with conventional in situ methods due to restrictions such as labor intensity, limited 
accessibility of large continuous acreages, crop damage through destructive sampling etc. In situ 
measurements, although essential for process understanding, can only be provided for selected sampling 
points and thus largely fail to represent the natural heterogeneity of growth conditions that can be found 
within the boundaries of agricultural fields.  
When it comes to observing spatial heterogeneities in plant development, biomass accumulation and 
yield, very few tools are available. GPS-equipped harvesters give detailed information on the heterogeneity 
of the harvest through more or less direct measurements at the end of the growing season [1]. However, 
they are not available to the majority of farmers, they are very sensitive to calibration and  
inter-calibration, they are not capable of measuring more than one field at a time and, most significantly, 
cannot be applied during the growing season to determine plant development and yield formation. Their 
relevance for decision support therefore is limited. Remote sensing, as the tool for spatially continuous 
measurements [4], allows for an indirect observation of spatial growth patterns through their effect on 
canopy reflectance. The reflectance behavior of agricultural canopies is mainly determined by the 
biochemical and structural state of the crop, which is a result of, for instance, the development of leaves, 
accumulation of pigments such as chlorophyll, and progressing phenological development with impact 
on leaf angle distribution [5]. However, for agricultural management, remote sensing comes at the expense 
of an indirect determination of the parameters of interest. Optical earth observation (EO) data are mostly 
used for agricultural applications despite their weather dependency (clouds, haze), since sub-field 
applications of SAR data for in-field heterogeneity are only about to be explored [6]. In the optical 
domain, simple spectral indices are commonly used. These indices require correlations with in situ 
measurements in order to retrieve quantitative information from these relative estimators of crop status. 
Measuring absolute biomass for specific dates solely based on satellite observations remains difficult [7]. 
Spatially explicit process models enable numerical simulations of the mass and energy balance at the land 
surface. While some simplified models exist that are designed for simulation of vegetation growth at the 
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global scale [8–10] and detailed models of plant growth have been developed for the point scale [11–13], 
field scale simulation studies on heterogeneous vegetation growth are seldom found. At the same time, 
numerous spatially distributed hydrological models [14–17] are applied in regional scale studies. Their 
performance is usually validated against measured runoff data [18–20]. However, spatially distributed 
hydrological models mostly rely on a rather coarse and parameterized representation of land surface 
processes and specifically of vegetation. This paper aims at bridging this gap by extending an existing 
spatially explicit hydrological model (PROMET) [20] with a highly sophisticated representation of 
dynamic vegetation processes at the land surface and by using the coupled model for the assimilation of 
remote sensing observations. The advantage of using PROMET thereby lies in the generic spatial focus 
of the model, evolving from the hydrological background, as well as in its capability of describing 
diurnal dynamics by calculating hourly time-steps. 
Crop growth models alone cannot produce yield maps with adequate accuracy for practical applications 
since the spatial detail of input data is hardly sufficient [21]. Accordingly the integrated use of remote 
sensing in crop modeling for yield prediction started already in the 90ies of the previous century [22,23]. 
Since then, the methods to derive biophysical canopy state variables from optical remote sensing data have 
developed from statistical-empirical to physical-based methods [24]. Various applications can be found in 
literature for different crop types and regions using various data assimilation schemes like the  
Kalman filter [25], ensemble techniques [26] or model re-initialization [27]. However, these examples 
are based on medium resolution satellite data (MODIS, MERIS) and valid only for regional assessments. 
At the field scale, calibrated crop growth models are often applied together with empirical relations [28] 
or Neural Networks [29] for Leaf Area Index (LAI) retrieval. This limits the transferability of these 
approaches. Accordingly, our paper aims at presenting a methodology based on high resolution data and 
simulation that is relevant to precision farming (i.e., 20 m resolution). A model environment is applied 
that uses physically based approaches and a fixed set of internal model parameters that are not calibrated 
for the specific case. Multiyear spatial validation was performed using detailed yield maps of two farms 
in central Europe. Wheat was selected for demonstration as one of the major crops relevant for food 
security. The generic approach is, however, transferable to all major crop types. 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Study Area 
The results shown in this study were achieved in two different test regions in Germany, which show 
differences with respect to climate, soils and management. Due to the proximity of the climatic barrier of 
the Alps, humid conditions prevail in the southern test area near the city of Munich (48.09° N, 11.32° E), 
long-term annual rainfall accumulating to approximately 900 mm per year. The northern test area  
(51.86° N, 10.95° E) is positioned leeward of the Harz Midrange Mountains and therefore receives 
significantly less precipitation with annual sums of rainfall regularly not exceeding 450 mm. From an 
agricultural perspective, this locational disadvantage is neutralized to some extent by the existence of rich 
and fertile soils, mostly Chernozems (according to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources [30]), 
providing favorable conditions for crop cultivation. The land management strategies applied in 
northeastern Germany during the existence of the former German Democratic Republic led to the 
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establishment of large continuous acreages that currently allow for a highly mechanized crop production 
in the region. Quite in contrast, the agricultural landscape of southern Germany is rather small-parcelled 
and thus does not allow for a highly optimized large scale crop production, although productive soils 
prevail, consisting predominantly of Luvisols developed from Loess sediments. Main crops in both test 
areas are winter wheat followed by rapeseed and maize. 
2.2. The Hydro-Agroecological Land Surface Model PROMET 
The goals of the study require a coupled hydro-agroecological model, which is capable of tracing the 
temporal dynamics and spatial heterogeneities of coupled water and carbon fluxes at the scale of 
agricultural fields. In order to enable the model’s application as decision-support tool for farming,  
field-wise calibration must be avoided and predictive abilities should be strengthened. This can be achieved 
by using physical, biochemical and plant physiological principles for crop growth modeling, governed by 
fixed crop-specific parameters. High-resolution local information is integrated by remote sensing 
observations that mirror the true natural variability. This eliminates the need for site-specific or  
variety-specific calibration. 
2.2.1. Model Parameterization 
The coupled model allows for the simulation of heterogeneous crops as well as natural vegetation in 
a generic way by using detailed crop-specific parameterizations. A total of 18 agricultural crop types are 
supported at present (winter wheat, summer wheat, winter barley, summer barley, millet, rye, maize, maize 
silage, paddy rice, soybeans, sorghum, sunflower, sugar beet, sugar cane, potatoes, rapeseed, cassava, 
ground nut). The required parameters were derived from literature where available and complemented 
from own measurements and observations. The parameterization of the photosynthesis model was taken 
from [31] for C3 grasses and connatural cereals, while the carboxylation of C4 plants is parameterized 
according to [32]. The growth stage-dependent distribution of biomass to the different plant fractions 
mostly follows the allocation percentages applied in the CERES crop growth models [33,34] for the 
agricultural land use categories. For this study, we concentrate on winter wheat. Parameters applied for 
the calculations of winter wheat growth in this study are listed in Tables 1 and 2. 
A comprehensive description of the algorithms used in the coupled model can be found in [35]. The 
degree of detail would even allow for a variety-specific parameterization of the wheat crops. However, 
this option was not used in his study, since information on varieties is hardly available and variations of 
crop development caused by differences in the variety will be considered through the assimilation of 
Earth Observation data. 
2.2.2. Hydrological Core Model 
For the hydrological part of the coupled model, the Process of RadiatiOn Mass and Energy Transfer 
model (PROMET) [20] was chosen. It is a raster-based model system that has been designed by the 
authors to spatially simulate the elements of the land surface water balance including soil moisture and 
river discharge. PROMET incorporates a four-layer soil model, which is based on the explicit solution 
of the Richards equation [36] and considers lateral flows along hill slopes. Due to its raster-based 
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architecture, the model allows for the assimilation of remote sensing data for distributed hydrological 
applications [37]. PROMET solves the water and energy balance for hourly time steps and calculates the 
runoff of river basins, while it strictly conserves mass and energy. It thus allows for the validation of the 
complete process chain, from rainfall over soil-moisture dynamics to vegetation controlled 
evapotranspiration and finally routed runoff, against measured discharges on the basin and sub-basin scale. 
PROMET has successfully been applied for a variety of hydrological studies in medium- to large-sized 
watersheds [20,37–40]. Required input data consists of raster-based GIS information, characterizing the 
spatial distribution of land use patterns, soil types and topographic features. In addition, parameters 
describing the characteristics of the discerned soil and land use/crop categories are supplied through 
tabular input. In this study, spatially interpolated time series of meteorological station network records 
are used as driving meteorological parameters. However, the model is also equipped with interfaces that 
allow for a coupling with global and regional climate models [41,42]. To enable the use of PROMET 
for agroecological studies at the field scale, PROMET has been extended by a detailed model of plant 
physiological processes, canopy development and agricultural management [35]. The enhanced parts of 
the PROMET model are highlighted in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Internal design of the enhanced PROMET agroecological land surface model. The 
extended model components relevant for this study are highlighted in green. 
2.2.3. Leaf Photosynthesis 
Comparable to some of the globally applied dynamic vegetation models (e.g., HYBRID [43],  
IBIS [8], LPJ [9]), we base the description of the photosynthetic processes on the Farquhar et al. 
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approach [31]. The Farquhar et al. model of photosynthesis can be considered to be the most widely 
known and most successfully applied model to describe the processes related to photosynthesis at the 
chloroplast scale [44]. Although the model initially was developed in the laboratory as a not strictly 
mechanistic tool and therefore rather represents a semi-empirical rather than a physically based 
hypothesis [45], it has recently developed into a well-accepted mechanism-oriented photosynthesis 
model. PROMET describes net photosynthesis (np) according to [31] as shown in Equation (1), 
 
*
1 ; 0.5c j d
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np MIN w w r
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where the term 0.5 × rd represents the fraction of the dark respiration (rd) during daytime, which can best 
be described as the mitochondrial respiration, the symbol Γ* stands for the CO2 compensation point, i.e. 
the assimilation rate where the oxygen production of the photosynthesis process exceeds the oxygen 
demand of the mitochondrial respiration, and Ci is the CO2 concentration within the leaf. The net 
photosynthesis rate is assumed to be limited by two determinant situations wc and wj. 
For low CO2 concentrations within the leaf, the fixation rate of RuBisCO and the competition of CO2 
























where Vcmax is the maximum carboxylation velocity, Kc and Ko are the Michaelis-Menten constants for 
CO2 and O2 respectively and O2 is the leaf internal concentration of oxygen given in Table 1.  
For high CO2 concentrations, the photosynthesis rate is only limited by the rate of the electron 
transport or the rate of RuBP regeneration respectively as described in Equation (3), where Pm is the 
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Table 1. PROMET Model parameters and variables applied for the simulation of winter 
wheat growth. 
Parameter Symbol Winter Wheat (C3) Physical Unit 
Light Use Efficiency α 0.045 [mol CO2 mol photons−1] 
CO2 Compensation Point Γ* variable [μl·l−1] 
CO2 Concentration in the Leaf Ci variable [ppm] 
Harvest Date Dhar 206−237 [DOY] 
Day Light Effect (Photoperiodism) DLE long-day [–] 
Entropy Factor Δs 660.0 [–] 
Sowing Date Dsow 278–304 [DOY] 
Activation Energy for C Kinetics EaVcmax 79430.0 [J·mol−1] 
Deactivation Energy for C Kinetics EdVcmax 198,000.0 [J·mol−1] 
Stomatal Sensitivity Parameter gfac 10.6 [–] 
Max. Rate of Electron Transport at 25 °C Jmax25 32.3 [µmol·e−1·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Michaelis-Menten-Constant for C at 25 °C Kc25 404.9 [ml·l−1] 
Michaelis-Menten-Constant for O at 25 °C Ko25 278.4 [ml·l−1] 
Relation LAI to Canopy Height LHrel 0.178 [m·m−2 leaf area] 
Leaf Mass Area LMA 0.0704 [kg·m−2 leaf area] 
Leaf Width Lw 0.015 [m] 
Minimum Light Period (Min. Day Length) MLP 8.25 [h] 
Rate of Net Leaf Photosynthesis np variable [μmol·m−2·leaf area·s−1] 
Nitrogen Status Nstatus 0.1–1.0 [–] 
Leaf Concentration of Oxygen O2 210 [ml·l−1] 
Light-Dependent Rate of Photosynthesis Pm variable [μmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Photoperiod Sensitivity psen 0.3 [1/h] 
BBCH-Threshold 00–50 PTthres 00–50 0.01/0.20/0.30/0.60/0.67 [–] 
BBCH-Threshold 60–90 PTthres 60–90 0.80 / 1.00 / 1.60 / 1.90 [–] 
Gas Constant R 8.31  [J K−1 mol−1] 
Rate of Dark Respiration rd variable [μmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Respiration Capacity at 25 °C rd25 0.93 [µmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Maximum Root Depth Rmax 150 [cm] 
Cardinal Temp. (vegetative) Tb / To / Tc  1 0 / 19 / 30 [°C] 
Cardinal Temp. (generative) Tb / To / Tc  2 4 / 24 / 35 [°C] 
Cardinal Temp. (maturity) Tb / To / Tc  3 8 / 24 / 35 [°C] 
Leaf Temperature Tl variable [K] 
Maximum Carboxylation Capacity Vcmax variable [µmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Carboxylation Capacity at 25 °C Vcmax25 68.1 [µmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Vernalisation Temperatures 
VnTb / VnTo / 
VnTc 
−1.3 / 4.9 / 15.7 [°C] 
Assimilation Rate at Low CO2 wc variable [μmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Assimilation Rate at Saturated CO2 wj variable [μmol·m−2 leaf area·s−1] 
Yield Factor YF 0.73 [fraction] 
Max. Dev. Rate (veg., gen., mat.) ωmax 0.06 / 0.0285 / 0.03 [–] 
Here, Vcmax25 is the carboxylation capacity at 25 °C and EaVcmax and EdVcmax are the activation and 
deactivation energies of the process, Δs is an entropy factor according to [46] and R stands for the gas 
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constant as given in Table 1. We further assume that the maximum carboxylation capacity is limited by 
the status of nitrogen supply Nstatus. Five environmental variables govern photosynthesis in the model: 
(1) availability of photosynthetically active radiative energy, (2) leaf temperature, (3) concentration of 
CO2 within the leaf, (4) provision of soil water, and (5) nitrogen status. While the leaf temperature is a 
result of the leaf energy balance, the concentration of CO2 in the leaf mesophyll is the result of the 
concentration gradient between leaf and atmosphere as well as of the conductivity of the leaf surface. 
Both processes are variable in space and time, the spatial variability again being discerned into vertical 
and lateral variations. The rate of gas exchange on leaf level thereby strongly depends on the position of 
the leaf within the canopy. This has to be taken into account by implementing a dynamic canopy model, 
which describes canopy development in dependence of environmental variables. 
2.2.4. Canopy Development 
The canopy model first scales available energy, temperature and CO2 concentration from the 
atmosphere to the leaf level, thus creating a valid environment for the photosynthesis model. It then 
rescales the photosynthetic performance of the leaves back to the canopy level, thus enabling the 
simulation of canopy development.  
It has been found by [47] that two-layer canopy models are superior to single layer models with 
respect to the modeling of sensible and latent heat flux above closed canopies. The canopy model of 
PROMET thereby is designed as a two-layer big-leaf model, where the energy-balances of the different 
layers are interdependently influencing each other. The energy balance at the leaf surface of each canopy 
layer is solved iteratively, based on the incoming (direct and diffuse shortwave and long wave radiation) 
and outgoing (reflectance, heat emission, conductive and latent heat) energy fluxes. The result of this 
iteration is an equilibrium leaf temperature, where the radiative energy gains equal the losses.  
Depending on the canopy structure (canopy height, leaf area, leaf angle) and the solar input (aspect, 
zenith angle, cloud coverage), shaded and sunlit fractions are discerned for each canopy layer. For the 
incoming direct radiation, a random ellipsoidal distribution of the leaves is assumed and the interception 
of light is calculated according to [48]. Thermal emission of heat is calculated following the  
Stefan-Boltzmann-Law in dependence of the leaf temperature, taking into account that long-wave 
radiation is emitted on both sides of the leaf.  
The sensible heat flux from the leaf then is calculated according to [49] in dependence of the width 
of the leaf and the wind velocity. Since all processes of heat transfer largely depend on the transport 
capacities of the surrounding air, the wind speed distribution in the canopy must be known. It is 
approximated assuming a logarithmic wind profile based on [50].  
The third and most determinant loss of energy from the leaf is the amount of latent energy that is 
transported from the canopy via transpiration. It is calculated based on the actual transpiration rate 
assuming an approximation for the latent heat of vaporization after [49] for the respective leaf 
temperature. By balancing the radiative energy inputs (direct, diffuse, long wave) and the energy losses 
(emission, sensible heat, latent heat) at the leaf surface, the resulting leaf temperature is determined.  
The primary driving force of transpiration is the vapor pressure gradient between the leaf and the 
surrounding air. Thereby, two barriers, the stomata-perforated cuticle and the boundary layer above the 
leaf surface, are inhibiting the flux of latent heat. The temperature-dependent conductance of the 
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boundary layer for water vapor is described according to [49]. The conductance of the stomata is 
computed applying the Ball-Berry equation [51]. It empirically describes stomatal conductance as being 
influenced by the net photosynthesis rate, the relative humidity, the dark respiration, the minimum leaf 
conductance, the carbon dioxide concentration at the surface of the stomata and the factor gfac, which 
basically incorporates a linear response of stomatal conductance to net assimilation [52]. Since 
photosynthesis is strongly limited by the provision of carbon dioxide, the atmospheric carbon dioxide 
concentration within the leaf must be provided. Fick’s diffusion law is applied for the derivation of the 
CO2 concentration at the leaf surface, assuming a molecular diffusion between leaf surface and 
atmosphere within the boundary layer. Stomatal conductance is primarily regulated by the water supply, 
which is calculated in dependence of the provision of water from the soil water storage. PROMET 
simulates a four-layered soil column, where each layer may feature individual physical properties. This 
may lead to variable moisture conditions between the soil layers. Depending on the fraction of each soil 
layer that is accessed by the modelled root system, the inhibition due to the soil moisture status is 
calculated through a loading function following [53]. Apparently, the provision of water is determined 
by the root system. The growth rate of the roots therefore is modelled dynamically according to the 
amount of biomass that is distributed into the root fraction of the canopy. Dry conditions among the 
individual soil layers will inhibit root intrusion, so that layers of gravel, for instance, which, due to their 
limited storage capacities tend to be rather dry, may prevent the modelled canopy from accessing the 
moisture storage of deeper soil compartments. A weak nutrient concentration within the soil layers, i.e. 
an insufficient supply of nitrogen, will also inhibit root intrusion.  
2.2.5. Crop Phenology and Biomass Allocation 
The calculation of the latent heat flux not only requires the determination of the leaf temperature, but 
also the calculation of below ground biomass accumulation in order to provide a root system capable of 
accessing the soil water and nitrogen storage. The root mass develops in the model according to the 
amount of biomass that is distributed into the root fraction of the canopy. The same applies to the other 
parts of the canopy, such as the LAI, which develops in dependence of the leaf mass (LMA see Tables 1 
and 2). Since the leaf area represents the absolute interface surface between plant and atmosphere, the 
leaf area per ground unit is used for the scaling of the photosynthetic outputs first to the sunlit and shaded 
fractions of each canopy layer and finally up to the whole canopy. The distribution of biomass into the 
canopy fractions highly depends on the phenological stage of the crop.  
The phenological progress of agricultural crops is modelled discerning consecutive growth stages 
corresponding to the BBCH phenological classification system [54]. A temperature and photoperiodic 
day-length-dependent approach is used. Following [12], the phenological progress is described as the 
crop-specific potential development rate (ωmax in Table 1). This rate is limited by crop-specific cardinal 
temperatures (Tb/o/c, b = base, o = optimum, c = ceiling), daylight requirements (DLE, MLP, psen) and, in the case of 
winter crops, vernalization phases (VnTb/o/c). Explicit phenological stages finally are discerned where 
crop-specific thresholds (PTthres) of accumulated development rates are exceeded. The model thus is 
capable of tracing inter-annual and topographic climate variations. Depending on the modelled growth 
stage, the total accumulated dry biomass is subdivided according to parameterized crop-specific 
percentages (Table 2) and is distributed into the canopy fractions leaf, stem, fruit, and root.  
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Table 2. Partitioning coefficients used for the allocation of assimilates into the winter wheat 
canopy fractions in dependence of the BBCH growth stage. 
BBCH: 00−09 10−19 20−29 30−39 41−49 51−59 61−69 71−77 83−89 92−99 
Fruit: 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.100 0.500 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Leaf: 0.000 0.425 0.425 0.400 0.150 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Stem: 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.275 0.675 0.700 0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Root: 1.000 0.575 0.575 0.325 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 
By accumulating the generated and distributed biomass at each time step over the course of a growing 
season, a canopy may be modelled that is characterized by a certain growth stage, leaf area, canopy 
height, leaf mass, stem mass, fruit mass, root mass and root depth and root length density distribution.  
2.2.6. Agricultural Management 
A special challenge for the modeling of field-scale land surface processes is the integration of human 
activity that may be of hydrologic, climatic or agricultural consequence, such as sowing and harvesting. 
In PROMET, an agricultural management subroutine (Figure 1) initializes these major management 
actions. Perennial and non-perennial land cover types are thereby discerned, the non-perennial types 
again being classified into winter and spring crops. Sowing dates are mostly determined by long-term 
climate patterns, which lead to the development of regional traditions. The sowing date may be 
parameterized for individual crop types (e.g., Dsow in Table 1), while also spatial input of variable sowing 
dates is possible (e.g., field-wise). The same holds true for the harvest dates. Optionally, harvest dates 
can be modelled considering the simulated phenological stage of maturity and a drying period of two 
weeks. This dynamic harvesting process may lead to weather induced patterns of harvesting, even when 
uniform sowing dates were assumed. If the climatic conditions allow for the cultivation of multiple crops 
during one growing season, up to three repeated growth cycles per year can be modelled. Accounting 
for the management actions necessary for the replanting, such as ploughing, tilling, harrowing, seeding 
etc., gaps of at least two weeks are assumed between consecutive crop cycles.  
By initializing the model through the crop-specific management actions and scaling the 
photosynthetic performance of the leaves to the canopy level, the biomass development is modelled for 
different crops. From an agricultural point of view, yield is of special interest. While for grassland and 
silage crops all of the accumulated aboveground biomass is harvested and therefore is considered as 
yield, only the belowground biomass is harvested from root crops, such as potato or sugar beet. For 
cereals and maize, all biomass that has been allocated to the fruit fraction of the canopy potentially 
contributes to the yield. Accounting for husks and dead material that is not directly considered as yield, 
a crop-specific yield factor (YF in Table 1) is used to reduce the biomass of the fruit compartment to the 
actual dry yield.  
2.3. Assimilation of Earth Observation Data 
The PROMET model requires four groups of model inputs that affect the spatial simulation of crop 
development at the field scale:  
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1. Agricultural management: farmers’ decisions on land use, sowing date, fertilization events, 
harvest date 
2. Crop specifications: parameters that describe the crop and/or variety-specific physiological 
characteristics and the crops’ reactions to environmental variables (e.g., Tables 1 and 2) 
3. Dynamic environmental driver variables: temperature, precipitation, radiation, wind, 
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration 
4. Static environmental parameters: location, terrain, soil properties 
Type 1 model parameters can be derived from Earth Observation [6,55] or are known from farm 
management documentations, statistics, or agronomical consultation systems. Type 2 parameters are 
largely described in the literature or may be generated from laboratory or plot experiments. Both 
parameter types 1 and 2 usually apply to the entire extent of a field, which is considered the basic 
agricultural management unit. Type 3 parameters may be measured at weather stations and can be 
provided spatially through interpolation, while type 4 parameters ordinarily are taken from available 
sources like soil- and terrain-maps, digital data sets generated from remote sensing or from field 
sampling data, respectively. 
In order to link the spatio-temporal model with a high resolution remote sensing information stream, 
at least one spatial variable has to be identified, which can be determined through remote sensing and 
which can be spatially simulated by the model at the same time. We choose the photosynthetically active 
leaf area per ground unit (which we further denote by “greenLAI”) as this linking variable for two 
reasons: (1) A close relation between observed greenLAI variations and growth supporting locational 
advantages has been identified, e.g., by [56]. (2) PROMET spatially simulates greenLAI as a canopy 
variable in dependence of the leaf mass (see Section 2.2.5). This means that potential differences of 
measured and modelled values of greenLAI can be analyzed for each pixel in a field and each remote 
sensing observation in the data stream. The identified differences between modelled and measured 
greenLAI can eventually be used to spatially adjust the unknown heterogeneity in the spatial 
parameterization of the model in order to best reproduce the remotely sensed observation.  
We propose to conduct this analysis by using an ensemble of PROMET model runs, which simulate 
plant growth and yield formation under the assumption of different environmental conditions. At times, 
where remote sensing observations of the modelled area are available, a pixel-by-pixel analysis on which 
model scenario of the PROMET ensemble fits best with the multi-temporal remote sensing observations 
leads to information on the spatial variability of biomass and yield accumulation on sub-field level. The 
model thereby simulates the development of greenLAI between the observation dates in dependence of 
the agroecological conditions that are determined through the model input parameters (hourly 
meteorology, elevation, slope, aspect, soil type, land use). Based on a sensitivity analysis (Figure 2), we 
decided to simulate gradual deviations from the optimum nitrogen supply in different model scenarios, 
thus taking the relative uncertainty of the soil parameters into account. It is therefore assumed that the 
nitrogen status (Nstatus) is directly affecting the photosynthetic performance by limiting the carboxylation 
rate (see Equation (4)). The nitrogen status may thus theoretically vary between 0.0 and 1.0 and usually 
is provided by the nitrogen cycle sub-model of PROMET, which is based on [57] and [12]. For this 
study, the parameters required for the nitrogen model, such as date, amount and type of fertilizations, 
were not available; the nitrogen cycle was therefore neglected for all calculations presented here. Instead, 
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the value of Nstatus was externally varied in 20 logarithmic steps from 0.1 to 1.0 (Equation (5)), each step 









1.00 0.79; 0.67; 0.58; 0.52; 0.46; 0.42; 0.38; 0.34; 0.31;
 0.28; 0.25; 0.23; 0.21; 0.19; 0.17; 0.15; 0.13; 0.12; 0.10;
iN status
 (5)
This procedure results in an ensemble of 20 model scenarios of potential growth i that gradually diverge 
from the course of plant development that would be possible, if optimal nitrogen supply (Nstatus = 1.0) 
would prevail (Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2. PROMET ensemble consisting of 20 scenarios (only 10 selected for display). 
Seasonal development of greenLAI is shown for an exemplary location within a winter wheat 
field in northern Germany (year 2010). Each scenario is based on different assumptions on 
nitrogen supply (Nstatus). 
If measured spatially, explicit information on the actual status of greenLAI, e.g. derived from EO 
data, is available for the modelled site; the absolute distance D between the modelled state variable Vs 
and the measured variable Vm is determined for all scenarios i within the ensemble (Equation (6)). 
ms ViViD  )()(  (6)
The distances D(i) between the measured variable Vm and the modelled variables Vs(i) in all scenarios 
from the ensemble (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are examined for their absolute minimum. The scenario that has resulted 
in the smallest distance D between measurement and simulation (imin) is selected from the ensemble 






The system state described by the scenario imin is considered to be the best possible representation of 
the EO-based state variable in the ensemble for the respective pixel. It is assumed that not only the 
observed state variable but also all other modelled state variables are best described by the imin-scenario. 
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Accordingly, all state variables in the model are reinitialized with the simulated system state of scenario 
imin and a new ensemble is calculated from this starting point as schematically illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Concept of using the distributed crop growth model PROMET for the generation 
of model ensembles and selecting the most likely scenario for each pixel by comparing 
modelled greenLAI with greenLAI values retrieved from remote sensing. The concept is 
designed for multi-sensoral use. The number of selections during the growing season 
depends on the number of available observations. 
The assimilation steps described in Equations (5–7) are performed several times during the growing 
season, whenever an appropriate observation is available. By performing the selection of the best-fitting 
scenario for all pixels independently, the spatial information of the EO measurements is gradually assimilated 
into the model. The representation of growth heterogeneities in the results is thus largely improved.  
2.4. Parameter Retrieval from Earth Observation Data  
High resolution optical satellite data consisting of Landsat TM (from the USGS GLOVIS portal delivered 
as Level 1T) and RapidEye images were used to monitor crop development. The RapidEye constellation was 
launched in 2008 and consists of five identical satellites that allow an up to daily acquisition of multispectral 
images (5 bands in the visible to near infrared) with a spatial resolution of 6.5 m. Basic preprocessing had 
already been applied to the purchased L3A data, including radiometric, sensor and geometric corrections, 
as well as on-board spacecraft corrections [58]. Both RapidEye and Landsat TM data were geometrically 
resampled to a common 20 m grid used in the simulations. The data archives were searched for images 
with maximum 30% cloud covers since, for central European conditions completely cloud-free 
conditions are rare. Moreover, clouds as well as cloud shadow were classified in the scenes and excluded 
from the further analyses. The satellite images were atmospherically corrected using the MODTRAN 
Interrogation Technique [5] to retrieve surface reflectance values considering the actual atmospheric 
conditions and adjacency effect. The aerosol type was set to rural and the visibility retrieved from dark 
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objects (conifer forest) within the scene. A quality control of the atmospheric correction result was based 
on water, impervious areas and dense vegetation pixels. 
Image data at five time steps were analyzed for 2010 (21 May, 16 and 29 June, 8 and 20 July), and at 
seven time steps for 2011 (3 March, 2 and 18 April, 5 May, 2 and 29 June, 27 July) using a mix of 
RapidEye and Landsat images to best cover the growing period. Despite the multi-sensoral approach, no 
perfect temporal coverage could be achieved with the first acquisition in the year 2010 starting just at 
the end of May. The atmospherically corrected scenes were used for green Leaf Area Index (greenLAI) 
retrieval. If more than one observation is available during the course of one week, the sensor with the 
superior spectral configuration (availability of short wave infrared bands) is preferred, because the 
retrieval performance for LAI improves when the SWIR spectral range is taken into account [59,60].  
With an increasing number of greenLAI observations, the spatial uncertainty of the model 
parameterization is gradually reduced. Multi-sensoral data are taken into account to assure frequent 
coverage of the modelled site. This makes derivation of greenLAI difficult using empirical models 
because a statistical relation is needed for each sensor. Instead, a physically based method, such as the 
inversion of canopy reflectance models, allows for the derivation of biophysical variables largely 
independent from the sensor configuration (e.g., spectral bands) and from site characteristics. The system 
used for this study applies look-up-table (LUT)-based inversion techniques for the Soil-Leaf-Canopy 
(SLC) reflectance model [61,62] to derive greenLAI from multispectral satellite imagery. SLC requires 
four types of input parameters:  
(1): Observational parameters: solar and sensor geometry as well as the spectral response function of 
each sensor band are provided inputs.  
(2): Soil reflectance information: soil reflectance is extracted from bare pixels in the scene.  
(3): Leaf optical properties: fixed, preselected values for wheat are used (Table 3)  
(4): Canopy properties: some are used as fixed, preselected values (see Table 3), the total leaf area, 
fraction of brown leaves, and leaf angle distribution function are inverted.  
The LUT inversion uses SLC to simulate reflectance spectra for a set of input variables and 
determines the configuration, where the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between modelled and 
measured spectra is minimal. During the inversion, only the canopy properties are allowed to be 
varied/retrieved with one exception: during the vegetative phase, the chlorophyll content of the leaves is 
inverted and the fraction of brown leaves is assumed to be zero. This procedure assures that the inversion 
problem is not ill-posed, since only 3 variables are inverted at a time. 
Using radiative transfer simulations has the advantage that all available spectral bands can be used 
for parameter retrieval, which in the example of LAI retrieval reduces the saturation effect often 
observed with empirical models. The inversion of SLC also allows for taking variable leaf angle 
distribution into account, so that effects of crop varieties, which often have impact on canopy structure, 
can be reduced. 
For the presented application, we decided to only use nitrogen status as adjustable model parameter 
in the EO-based optimization process. The procedure, however, is transferable also to other model 
parameters. PROMET ensembles can, for instance, also be generated by varying the seeding date, such 
as e.g. proposed by [63,64], or by manipulating the velocity of phenological progress. The general 
advantage of the ensemble approach, compared to externally forcing updates of certain variables, is that 
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the model internally remains consistent. Thus, all respected interrelations are correctly simulated and no 
jumps in state variables result from the assimilation. The data assimilation based on comparing images 
of modelled and measured greenLAI thus also results in an improved simulation of transpiration and all 
related variables, such as soil moisture etc. This can have a huge impact on the results. For example, a 
well-developed crop, providing large leaf area for transpiration processes and having depleted the soil 
water storage during its rapid growth in spring, might suffer from water stress during the summer 
months, while at the same time no stress may be simulated for a different location within the same field, 
where the crop development in spring has resulted in lower LAI values.  
Table 3. Leaf/canopy optical properties used for reflectance modeling of wheat canopies 
with SLC. 
Parameter Description Unit Value 
Cab_green Chlorophyll content green leaves [g·cm−2] 35.00 
Cw_green Water content green leaves [g·cm−2] 0.02 
Cdm_green Dry matter content green leaves [g·cm−2] 0.00 
Cs_green Brown pigment content green leaves [–] 0.00 
N_green Mesophyll structure parameter green leaves [–] 1.80 
Cab_brown Chlorophyll content brown leaves [g·cm−2] 0.00 
Cw_brown Water content brown leaves [g·cm−2] 0.00 
Cdm_brown Dry matter content brown leaves [g·cm−2] 0.01 
Cs_brown Brown pigment content brown leaves [–] 0.55 
N_brown Mesophyll structure parameter brown leaves [–] 3.00 
Hot Hot spot parameter [–] 0.01 
D Layer dissociation factor [–] 0.30 
Cv Vertical crown cover fraction [–] 1.00 
zeta Tree shadow factor [–] 0.00 
2.5. Acquisition of Validation Data 
To validate the accuracy of the coupled model with respect to the simulation of aboveground canopy 
variables, data of a field sampling campaign conducted in the test area in southern Germany were used. 
The data set provided crop physiological variables for a winter wheat site (species: Triticum aestivum, 
cultivar: Achat, preceeding crop: rapeseed, field size: 14.23 ha). Aboveground dry biomass, discerned 
into leaf, stem and fruit, as well as canopy height and phenological stage were measured at weekly 
sampling intervals from 7 April to 16 August (19 dates) of the growing season 2004. The dates of the 
additionally conducted leaf area measurements (16 dates), taken non-destructively with a LI-COR LAI-2000 
sensor, are slightly offset from the other field days. This is due to the requirement of special irradiative 
conditions for the LAI measurements.  
The measurements were conducted at five GPS-defined control points within the 14.23 ha large test 
field. Subsequently, four sample points were positioned in the field corners and a fifth was positioned in 
the field center to account for in-field growth heterogeneities. This procedure resulted in a total of 95 
measurements per variable from 19 dates (exception LAI: 80 measurements from 16 dates) of the 
growing season of 2004. The determination of the dry aboveground biomass was carried out by cutting 
three plants per sample point on each sampling date. The plants were then cut along one sowing track 
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directly above the ground. Afterwards, the 15 samples (5 × 3 per sampling day) were dissected into the 
fractions of stem, leaf and fruit in the laboratory. There, also the plant water content was extracted at  
85 °C using a drying oven with built-in constant air supply (> 24 h). The weight of the moist and dried 
plant fractions was determined using a high precision laboratory scale (10−2 g accuracy). The stand 
density was determined by counting the number of plants along a 2 m section of a seeding row and by 
extrapolating the result to one square meter with help of the row distance (12 cm). This was done 
individually for each of the five sample points. Finally, the dry biomass per unit soil area was determined 
by scaling the laboratory results with the stand density. Canopy height was determined by averaging ten 
non-destructive measurements per sample point. Phenological observations were conducted applying 
the internationally acknowledged BBCH classification system [54]. 
For the validation of the spatial model outputs, yield maps are used that were supplied by the 
managers of the respective test farms. Being collected during the actual harvesting process through a 
GPS-supported combine harvester of the Type “Claas Lexion 600”, the yield maps allow for a spatial 
analysis of absolute wheat grain yield. However, yield maps obtained via combine harvesters suffer from 
some serious uncertainties, which partly can be reduced through a sensible calibration [65]. The raw data 
provided by the combine harvester consists of data points that are spatially referenced. They were 
converted into spatially continuous raster data through inverse distance interpolation (30 neighbors, 
weighting parameter = 0.5). Measurement outliers lower than 0.5 or exceeding 18 t·ha−1 were excluded. 
For bias-correction, the interpolated yield maps were calibrated with the absolute weight of the total 
harvest mass of the respective fields. With the help of field-based moisture content measurements, the 
yield values of each field finally were standardized to a dry matter content of 86%. This is the ideal 
percentage of dry matter for wheat harvest and is also assumed in the outputs of the PROMET model. 
After these corrective steps, the yield maps were considered to represent reliable spatial validation raster 
data sets.  
For all validation results, the R-squared coefficient of determination (R2), the Root-Mean-Square-Error 
(RMSE) as well as the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of model Efficiency (NSE) [66] is presented, as has 
been proposed for the assessment of biophysical variables by [67]. Being originally developed for the 
quantitative evaluation of hydrological models, the NSE recently has become an established measure for 
the assessment also of other quantitative model results, guaranteeing for a more precise assessment of 
model quality, compared to the R-squared coefficient of determination, by also taking the absolute values 
of deviation into account instead of assessing the mere covariance of the compared data series [68]. The 
NSE is defined for a value range from −∞ to +1.0, the latter indicating perfect agreement between 
simulated and observed data [66]. 
3. Results and Discussion 
The reproduction of temporal and spatial dynamics of simulated crop growth is validated separately, 
mostly due to the lack of temporally continuous spatial validation data. In Section 3.2 the model’s ability 
of reproducing the temporal dynamics of crop growth in comparison with temporally high-resolution 
point data is analyzed. Section 3.3 studies the quality of spatial model results that were achieved by 
assimilating remote sensing data into the model system through a direct comparison of modelled and 
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measured spatial yield maps. Since the quality of the EO-based greenLAI maps is crucial for the 
assimilation, validation results for greenLAI are given first in Section 3.1. 
3.1. Validation of GreenLAI Retrieval from EO 
A realistic reproduction of the leaf area is of importance, mostly because the leaf area represents the 
surface available for gas exchange processes between plant and atmosphere as well as for the interception 
of radiative energy.  
Figure 4 shows, how inversion-based LAI retrieval results compare to in-situ measurements. The 
LUT-based inversion of the SLC canopy reflectance model was applied to time series of RapidEye data 
of two years (2010 and 2011). Corresponding in situ data are based on LI-COR LAI-2200C 
measurements of different winter wheat plots in the southern Germany test site. 
 
Figure 4. Validation of winter wheat green Leaf Area Index retrieval from RapidEye data. 
3.2. Validation of Temporal Dynamics 
For the analysis of the temporal model performance, the model was set up for the test site in southern 
Germany at a spatial resolution of 4 m. One pixel thus represents the spatial sampling unit of the in situ 
sample points. The average values (AV) of the five in situ measurements were directly compared to the 
daily mean of the model results, which equally was spatially averaged from the corresponding five 
locations in the test field. In addition to the average, also the extremes (EV) of measured and modelled 
values are analyzed, indicating the measured natural heterogeneity and the models’ capability of tracing 
this spatial variability.  
The vertical bars in Figures 5 and 6 represent the measured extremes and therefore should not be 
misinterpreted as error bars, although naturally the field data are not entirely free of error. In Figures 5 
and 6, average values of in situ measurements are displayed as solid black dots, average model results 
as solid black lines, extremes of in-situ measurements as black whiskers, modelled extremes as grey 
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whiskers in the scatterplots (right) or as grey surfaces in the line diagrams (left), linear regressions as 
yellow solid lines and the 1:1 lines as dashed black lines. In the respective figure captions, “N” is the 
number of validation data pairs corresponding to the number of available field measurements. Validation 
results for structural canopy variables (Figure 5) and fractionized aboveground dry biomass 
accumulation (Figure 6) are displayed for the winter wheat test site in southern Germany.  
 
Figure 5. Validation of structural canopy variables of winter wheat in southern Germany: 
Modelled values vs. in situ measurements: (a) leaf area index, (b) canopy height,  
(c) phenology. 
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Figure 6. Validation of aboveground dry biomass accumulation of winter wheat in southern 
Germany: Modelled values vs. in situ measurements: (a) leaf biomass, (b) stem biomass,  
(c) fruit biomass. 
The rapid increase of the leaf area in spring, the peak around the middle of June as well as the steady 
decrease during the ripening phase is well reproduced by the model. The modelled decrease of leaf area 
during July is steeper compared to the measurements (Figure 5a, left). This is due to the fact that the 
non-destructive field measurements represent the total plant area, while the model actually calculates the 
photosynthetically active LAI (greenLAI), which is characterized by the decomposition of chlorophyll 
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pigments during senescence. From the 16 available measurements of LAI only the 10 dates that were 
measured before the crop had developed to the phenological stage of fruit development (BBCH stage 70) are 
included in the validation plot (Figure 5a, right). Nonetheless, the spatial variation of both, the measured 
and the modelled values, has the same dimension of roughly one LAI unit during the summer months.  
The height of the modelled canopy largely influences the energy balance of the leaf because the height 
of the plants determines the advection of air into the canopy. For winter wheat, the canopy height is 
modelled as a direct function of the LAI, applying a crop-specific ratio between LAI and canopy height 
(LHrel in Table 1). Compared to the measured data, the modelled canopy height develops approximately 
one week earlier, but the height of the fully developed canopy is closely met by the model (Figure 5b, left).  
The most determining factor, concerning the realistic representation of the carbon allocation to the 
different fractions of the canopy, is a correct representation of phenological progress. The simulation of 
phenological progress is mainly determined through the air temperature. The realistic representation of 
the air temperature through the spatial interpolation of meteorological station data consequently leads to 
a rather precise mapping of the phenological stages (Figure 5c). Figure 5c also indicates that the process 
of hibernation is well traced by the model, as well as the rapid phenological development that 
characterizes the month of June. For the aboveground canopy fractions of “leaf”, “stem” and “fruit,” the 
modelled values of dry biomass reasonably match the field data concerning magnitude and seasonal 
development (Figure 6a–c). 
While the average accumulation of leaf mass and leaf senescence is generally traced, the high 
heterogeneity of the measurements is not reproduced by the model (Figure 6a). Both a large spatial 
heterogeneity of the measured data and a strong scattering of the average values can be observed. This 
clearly reveals the measured data to be the result of destructive measuring techniques (see Section 2.4), 
manifested in jumps and steps that are most prominent in the in situ data of leaf biomass (Figure 6a) and 
lowest for the fruit dry weight (Figure 6c). The rapid increase of the stem dry weight during the stem 
elongation phase is well reproduced by the model, while the maximum stem mass might be slightly 
underestimated (Figure 6b, left).  
Apart from some deviations, the model results for the three discerned canopy fractions of winter 
wheat are mostly within the variability range of the in situ measurements. The accurate representation 
of the magnitude and course of biomass accumulation during the growing season results in high model 
efficiency indices, with Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients varying between 0.79 for the leaves (Figure 6a, 
right), 0.93 for the fruit (Figure 6c, right) and 0.97 for the weight of the stems (Figure 6b, right). In 
addition, the regressions mostly stay close to the one-to-one line and the respective intercepts are low, 
both indicating a non-biased representation of the biomass development through the model. 
Altogether, the spatially distributed modeling of photosynthesis controlled vegetation growth with 
PROMET shows high correlations concerning R2, RMSE as well as Nash-Sutcliffe coefficients for all 
of the observed variables. The good representation of the phenological progress contributes to a realistic 
simulation of assimilate allocation into aboveground canopy fractions for the C3 metabolism winter crop 
and thus potentially allows for the delineation of crop yield from the fruit biomass. However, the models’ 
ability to reproduce spatial heterogeneities is limited by the spatial detail of the input parameters, so that 
the modelled variability, without remote sensing input, stays behind the variability observed in the field. 
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3.3. Validation of Spatial Dynamics 
For the validation of the models capacity of reproducing spatial growth patterns based on the temporally 
highly resolved processes, the model was set up for the test site in northern Germany at a spatial resolution 
of 20 m. The spatial resolution thereby meets the information needs of farmers, because the machinery 
currently used for site-specific applications to the knowledge of the authors operates at spatial units 
between 24 and 36 m. The required spatial inputs (digital terrain model, soil map) were derived from 
publicly available data sources, while the meteorological driver variables were acquired from a  
met-service. The geometric features of the modelled fields as well as the dates of sowing and harvest could 
be derived from the Farm Management Information Systems (FMIS) of the test farms (Table 4). 
Table 4. Basic input parameters used for the setup of the PROMET model for the test site in 
Northern Germany at a spatial resolution of 20 m. 
Data Set Data Source Year Resolution 
Soil Map Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD, [69]) 2009 30 arcsec 
Digital Terrain Model Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM, [70]) 2008 90 m 
Farm Mask Farm Management Information System (FMIS) 2010/2011 20 m 
Meteorology met-service 2009–2011 10 stations (1 hour) 
Because the assimilation algorithm relies on multiple observations during the course of one growing 
season (see Section 2.3), multi-sensoral inputs should be taken into account to increase the probability 
of data availability. Spatially explicit maps of photosynthetically active leaf area could be derived from 
satellite images by applying model inversion techniques based on the complex canopy reflectance model 
SLC (Soil-Leaf-Canopy) [61,62]. A total of five image acquisitions were available for 2010 and seven 
images for 2011 (Table 5). All spatial inputs including the greenLAI maps from both sensors were 
resampled to the common 20 m information unit and geometrically referenced to the model environment. 
Table 5. Earth Observation data available for assimilation into the PROMET model  
(OZA = Observer Zenith Angle, GSD = Ground Sampling Distance, RE = RapidEye,  
TM = Landsat 5 TM). 
Date 2010 May 21st Jun 16th Jun 29th Jul 8th Jul 20th 
Sensor RE RE TM TM RE 
OZA [°] 10.33 6.96 Nadir Nadir −12.04 
GSD [m] 5 5 30 30 5 
Date 2011 Mar 3rd Apr 2nd Apr 18th May 5th Jun 2nd Jun 29th Jul 27th 
Sensor RE RE RE RE RE RE TM 
OZA [°] −19.55 3.60 6.73 6.99 0.34 −6.18 Nadir 
GSD [m] 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 
Taking the models’ good performance with respect to the reproduction of subdivided aboveground 
biomass accumulation into account (see Section 3.2), the biomass values modelled for the fruit fraction 
of the canopy were considered as yield, after they had been reduced by a factor of 0.73 (Table 1), 
accounting for dead material such as husks etc., which contributes to the fruit biomass but is not part of 
the actual grain yield. The value of this factor is based on [71], who have observed chaff contents of 
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27% for a selection of common wheat varieties. Being operated in ensemble mode (see Section 2.3), the 
PROMET model was used to integrate the spatial heterogeneity imprinted in the greenLAI signal of the 
satellite observations into the modelled biomass and yield values. The resulting modelled spatial yield 
maps show high agreement with the spatial yield measurements for the two investigated seasons with 
respect to average, variability, standard deviation and spatial patterns (Table 6). Figure 7 directly 
compares the measured and modelled yield maps obtained for the season of 2010. Due to reasons of 
better comparability, the modelled yield map is masked to the pixels, where in situ measurements were 
available. Data gaps within the fields are due to failures in the combine harvester yield measuring system. 
The model is able to produce spatially continuous gap-free yield maps. 
 
Figure 7. Spatial comparison of measured (a) and modelled (b) yield of winter wheat fields 
from the harvesting season of 2010 in northern Germany. Both maps are calculated for a 
spatial resolution of 20 × 20 m. The surface area of the displayed winter wheat fields amounts 
to >180 ha. A quantitative comparison is given in Figure 8 and Table 6. 
The visual comparison is supported by a direct correlation of measured and modelled spatial data, 
which is displayed in Figure 8 for both respected seasons. Due to the fact that the area considered for the 
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year 2011 is nearly three times larger as the area modelled for 2010, it is not surprising that the overall 
heterogeneity was higher for 2011 (Table 6). Although modelled and measured yield maps show a 
positive correlation for both seasons, a quite high amount of scattering still can be observed. Interpreting 
the scatterplots in Figure 8, it has to be taken into account that the data clouds are the result of the 
comparison of two spatial data sets, so that not only thematic but also geometric distortions may 
contribute to the overall error. 
 
Figure 8. X-Y-Plots showing the correlation of modelled vs. measured yield of all winter 
wheat pixels for the two consecutive seasons of 2010 (a) and 2011 (b). The corresponding 
statistics are given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Statistics of the validation of winter wheat yield for the two consecutive seasons of 
2010 and 2011 corresponding to the X-Y-plots displayed in Figure 8. 
Indicator Symbol 2010 2011 
Population: N [pixels] 4560 13135 
Area: A [ha] 182.4 525.4 
Coefficient of Determination: R² [–] 0.58 0.70 
Slope of linear regression: α [–] 0.90 1.22 
Intercept of linear regression: β [t·ha-1] 0.27 −1.81 
Root Mean Square Error: RMSE [t·ha−1] 1.29 1.59 
Nash−Sutcliffe Coefficient of Model Efficiency: NSE [–] 0.50 0.67 
Average Measured Yield: Ø Meas. [t·ha−1] 8.12 7.42 
Average Modelled Yield: Ø Mod. [t·ha−1] 7.61 7.23 
Standard Deviation Measured Yield: σ Meas. [t·ha−1] 1.53 1.92 
Standard Deviation Modelled Yield: σ Mod. [t·ha−1] 1.81 2.79 
Minimum Measured Yield: Min. Meas. [t·ha−1] 3.83 0.90 
Minimum Modelled Yield: Min. Mod. [t·ha−1] 2.39 1.11 
Maximum Measured Yield: Max. Meas. [t·ha−1] 11.58 12.90 
Maximum Modelled Yield: Max. Mod. [t·ha−1] 11.74 14.58 
The direct comparison of the statistics of both seasons is difficult, mostly because the locations of 
fields cultivated with winter wheat differ between the years. Crop rotation in the test area normally 
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replaces winter wheat with rapeseed; in very few cases a crop rotation system with two consecutive 
seasons of wheat cultivation was applied. Field 33 is one example (Figures 9 and 10), where winter 
wheat was cultivated during both respected seasons. Field 33 thus allows for a direct comparison of the 
two seasons and enables a view on the model’s capacity of also tracing distinct variations between 
different growth years.  
 
Figure 9. (a) Zoom image from Figure 7, showing spatially measured (a) and modelled (b) 
yield of winter wheat on test field 33 for the harvesting season of 2010, including an X-Y-plot 
of the correlation of the two spatial datasets (c) as well as the modelled and EO-measured 
seasonal course of LAI-development for high (yellow pixel) and low (blue pixel) yielding 
sections of the field (d). A quantitative comparison is given in Table 7. 
Figures 9 and 10 show a detailed view of the approximately 40 ha large field and compare measured 
and modelled values for both seasons. With 9.26 t·ha−1, the average yield of field 33 in 2010 was 
significantly higher compared to 2011 where only 6.29 t·ha−1 were harvested, while the spatial 
heterogeneity was higher in 2011 compared to 2010, standard deviation increasing from 1.3 to 1.7 t·ha−1. 
This mostly can be traced to a strong scarcity of rainfall during the summer of 2011, resulting in phases 
of drought especially during May and June 2011. While during the growth cycle of 2010 about 563 mm 
of precipitation were registered at the test field, in 2011 only 476 mm of rainfall were measured. Under 
drought conditions, small-scale variations of soil quality become more distinctly visible in the yield map, 
resulting in a higher difference between low and high yielding sections of the field. For the more 
favorable growth conditions of 2010, the model was perfectly able to reproduce the measured yield map. 
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For the more extreme meteorological conditions of 2011, the model performed equally well, but tended 
to overestimate high yielding field sections more distinctly compared to 2010 (Table 7). The spatial 
patterns are nonetheless well reproduced by the model also for 2011, resulting in a high coefficient of 
determination of 0.82. 
 
Figure 10. Spatially measured (a) and modelled (b) yield of winter wheat on test field 33 
for the harvesting season of 2011, including an X-Y-plot of the correlation of the two spatial 
datasets (c) as well as the modelled and EO-measured seasonal course of LAI-development 
for high (yellow pixel) and low (blue pixel) yielding sections of the field (d). A quantitative 
comparison is given in Table 7. 
Table 7. Validation statistics for field 33 (2010 vs. 2011). Also compare Figures 9 and 10.  
Indicator  2010 2011 
N = 1019 [Pixels] 1019 [pixels] 
A = 40.76 [ha]  40.76 [ha] 
R² = 0.67 [–] 0.82 [–] 
α = 0.89 [–] 1.41 [–] 
β = 1.39 [t·ha-1] −2.3 [t·ha-1] 
RMSE = 0.92 [t·ha-1]  1.38 [t·ha-1] 
NSE  = 0.53 [–] 0.34 [–] 
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Table 7. Cont. 
Indicator  2010 2011 
Ø Meas. / Mod. = 9.16/9.54 [t·ha−1]  6.29/6.59 [t·ha−1] 
σ Meas. / Mod. = 1.30/1.42 [t·ha−1]  1.70/2.66 [t·ha−1] 
Min. Meas. / Mod.  = 4.70/4.33 [t·ha−1]  1.50/1.62 [t·ha−1] 
Max. Meas. / Mod. = 11.21/11.40 [t·ha−1] 10.33/13.15 [t·ha−1] 
4. Conclusions 
The enhanced hydro-agroecological model PROMET enables the temporally and spatially explicit 
simulation of crop growth at the field scale. The seasonal development of structural canopy variables as 
well as the corresponding fractionized biomass accumulation could successfully be validated for a C3 
metabolism winter crop using measured sample point data obtained from a field campaign. The model 
results show high agreement for the aboveground plant fractions leaf, stem and fruit. However, the 
spatial heterogeneity of the field scale, as indicated by the field measurements, could not fully be traced 
by the model without assimilating remote sensing data. The relatively homogeneous stand-alone model 
results indicate that the model is ignorant of certain spatial information. The spatial patterns observed 
without help of additional information by EO are mainly caused by variations of illumination, 
temperature and radiation budget in dependence of the terrain situation (elevation, slope, aspect), which 
again affect the photosynthetic productivity. Besides those terrain-induced conditions, the spatial 
distribution of soil parameters influences modelled plant growth through the spatially differentiated 
water and nutrient supply. It is clear that these soil patterns could not be adequately captured with the 
available soil maps without EO data assimilation.  
In order to bridge the problem of underestimated spatial heterogeneity for field-scale applications, 
the ensemble-based assimilation of remote sensing data was successfully integrated. It enables the 
simulation of realistic yield maps of agricultural sites including in-field heterogeneities. Agreements are 
very high, both in terms of absolute values and spatial patterns. Even pixel-wise comparisons between 
simulated yield maps and interpolated combine harvester measurements correlate significantly.  
The concept of using EO-based information for crop growth simulations have been well recognized by 
the remote sensing community. The synergistic combination of remote sensing data and process-based 
model also allows simulating crop variables that cannot directly be measured with an optical sensor. 
Despite the potential of this method, it also has its limitations. For example, the need of various 
input/parameter data for models as well as tedious calibrations could hamper the operational 
applications. Accordingly we avoided site-specific calibration and used physical-based, transferable 
approaches. The overall data efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the amount of data and information needed for 
implementation of the approach to the improvement of output information) is another important criterion 
for the selection of the most suitable approach. This was analyzed in an earlier study [72] and showed 
that four acquisitions well distributed over the crop-growing period are necessary for high quality results. 
Additional scenes only slightly improved the model performance.  
The explicit spatial validation of in-field patterns is one of the major achievements of this study 
compared to other recent approaches in the field of remote sensing supported yield modeling,  
e.g., [28,64,73]. While other studies (e.g., [63] and [21]) use simulated and observed soil-adjusted 
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vegetation indices for the assimilation, in our approach the greenLAI is used as common variable 
between model and observation. It is retrieved using a canopy reflectance model, taking illumination 
geometry and background signal into account. The assimilation, however, neglects possible errors, 
which applies to the crop growth model side as well as to the remote sensing side. The results of both 
are taken into account with full confidence. For example, all scenarios of the ensemble are considered 
with the same probability. Ensemble Kalman filtering, as e.g., proposed by [24], or particle filtering, as 
e.g., applied by [64], is not yet part of the assimilation procedure. Although the results achieved with 
this method are very accurate, they largely depend on the quality of the greenLAI retrieval. Errors in 
these retrievals directly affect the accuracy of modelled yield. In a next step, the integration of levels of 
confidence on both sides will be investigated. Uncertainties thus could be taken into account in the 
assimilation process to further improve the performance. The spatial patterns that were derived with help 
of the model can be assumed to be mainly caused by varying soil quality. Other influences might e.g., be 
the occurrence of mechanical stress or of pests and diseases. The applied technique, being based on the 
detection of growth deviations from the expected development of the field, does not directly allow for a 
differentiation of reasons. The differentiation of short-term growth influencing conditions from long-term 
soil characteristics may, however, be possible by analyzing the multiyear recurrence of growth patterns. 
This is a topic of future research. It will have to consider that some soil patterns, such as water-holding 
capacity, may only be visible in years with water scarcity. 
The proposed ensemble-based assimilation technique nonetheless allows for the generation of 
continuous spatiotemporal model results on biomass and yield on farm and regional level. These results 
are temporally and spatially highly correlated with dynamic and non-linear crop growth observed in the 
field. Conventional yield maps from combine harvesters only provide destructive spatial measurements 
at harvest and thus cannot be applied during the growing season. The information that may be drawn 
from remote sensing-supported model results on an hourly basis for the entire course of an agricultural 
growing season forms a solid basis for site-specific management decisions. These again are prerequisites 
for efficient and sustainable agriculture. 
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